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STATISTICS REVIEW OF R.A.F. ACTIVITY FOR JULY

Weather.

Weather conditions throughout the month of July were unexpectedly
unfavourable for the time of the year, but the Royal Air Force took every

opportunity for continuing its bombing offensive.

Bomber Command operated against Germany and occupied territory on

18 days and 1 6 nights, while the R.A.F. as a whole operated on 23 days and 18

nights.

Bombing Attacks.

Against military and industrial targets in Germany concerned with

war production, the R.A.F. have carried out 27 attacks against 14 targets. Of
these attacks 8 were carried out against the Ruhr, 3 each against Duisburg and

Flensburg, two each against Hamburg and the Rhineland, Bremen, Danzig,

Dusseldorf, Frankfurt, Lubeck, Mannheim, Saarbrucken, Vegosack and Wilhelmshaven

were each attacked once.

West, North and North-West Germany have in addition been attacked

on six occasions.

Although no four-figure bomber attacks were carried out during the

month, on 10 occasions, three-figure bomber attacks were made on targets in

the Reich.

The attacks on Hamburg on the night of 26/27th (the largest German

port) and on Saarbrucken on the night of 28/29th (the great centre of the steel
industry) were both very successful.

The daylight attack on Danzig on the 11th was one of the

outstanding features of the month, the distance being greater than that from

London to Vienna.

Duisburg, the greatest inland port in Germany (situated at the

junction of the Ruhr and the Rhine) as well as being an important railway centre,

was successfully attacked on three occasions.

Several daylight attacks were carried out by aircraft of Bomber

Command on objectives in North-West Germany and the Ruhr, including shipbuilding

and submarine-building yards.

In Occupied Territory 13 attacks were carried out against 11

targets. Amongst the objectives were docks, harbour installations, power

stations and railway communications. Of these attacks two each were against

Abbeville and Mazingarbe, while Alkmaar, Boulogne, Chooques, Ghent, Hamstede,

Sluiskil, St. Malo, St. Omer and Valkenburg were also attacked.
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Included in these attacks against occupied territory were nine carried out during
the day. These were made by aircraft of Bomber Command, During these attacks,
dooms, railway yards, power stations, chemical works and aerodromes were attacked.

These objectives were chiefly in coastal areas of the Low Countries and North-

East France.

Aircraft of Fighter Command carried out sweeps over Northern and North Western

France and also provided protective cover for bombing operations by Bostons.

Many attacks were made by fighters and Hurri-bombers of Fighter Command on

objectives in Northern France and Belgium.

A special feature of the,month’s activities has been the increase in attacks

on locomotives and goods trains In Northern France and Belgium These have been shot

up successfully on many occasions, while other important railway junctions and

buildings have been attacked.

Troops gun-posts and canal traffic have been attacked on several occasions.

To give some idea of the extent to which the attacks on railways have been

carried out, it may be mentioned that nine goods trains were destroyed in Belgium

on the 25th.

Sea-mining operations have been extensively carried out during July.

The American and French national holidays on the 4th July and 14th July

respectively were suitably celebrated.

On July 4, for the first time United States Army Air Forces took part in

offensive operations in conjunction with Bomber Command. In the early morning 12

Boston bombers, six of which were manned by American crews, raided enemy aerodromes

in Holland. At Hamstede and Alkmaar, bombs were seen to burst on hangars,

administrative buildings and dispersal points. The Valkenburg aerodrome was heavily

machine-gunned.

On the 14th July, in the early hours of the morning, nearly five million leaflets

are dropped by aircraft of Bomber Command on Paris, Vichy and the industrial North.

All aircraft returned safely and crews reported that their mission had been

completed satisfactorily.

In the Middle East 117 attacks have been carriedout against 20 targets. Of

these 32 were made against the El Alamein area, 21 against Tobruk, 18 against El

Daba, 10 against Mersa Matruh, eight against Benghazi, six against Fuka, five against

Sidi Barrani, two each against El Gubbi and Gazala, Heraklion and Suda Bay, while
Bardia, Bomba, Galal, Gambut, Halfaya, Kasteli, Messina and Tympaki were also attacked

In addition, many attacks have been carried out on a large scale against enemy

transport, road communications, armoured forces and supply lines.

In the offensive carried out by the Royal Air Force against objectives of all

types in Germany, occupied territory and the Middle East, a total of 157 attacks
have been made against 45 land targets.

Enemy Action over Great Britain

German aircraft flew over this country on 18 nights, during themonth. There

was a slight increase in daylight activity against this country, raids taxing place

on 19 occasions.

Birmingham was the objective on one night, when a somewhat larger force

usual carried out a raid against this city. The German air force's bombing effort
can in no way compare with the activities of the Royal Air Force against the Reich.

Attacks on Shipping

In Northern waters, the attacks on enemy shipping have been concentrated on

the coasts of Holland, Belgium and France.

19 ships have been either sunk or damaged. Included in these have seen merchant

vessels, armed nine-sweepers, armed trawlers, motor craft, a tanker and an E-boat.
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In the Mediterranean, 36 enemy vessels have been either sunk or damaged.

Our attacks were made chiefly on merchant ships in convoy end escorting
vessels.

In all the attacks carried out by the R.A.F. against shipping in Northern

waters end in the Mediterranean, a total of 55 ships have been damaged.

Many other attacks were made by the R.A.F. against shipping hut no further

specific claims are made. In the Mediterranean especially, a number of attacks

were made on small ships near the coast and schooners engaged in port to port
traffic as well as on small ships in harbours. These have not been included in

any claims.

Casualties

In all offensive Operations against the enemy, including day and night bombing
attacks against Germany and occupied territory, fighter sweeps, fighter escorts

and in the defence of this country, the Royal Air Force have destroyed 113 enemy

aircraft, of which 55 were destroyed over this country and 58 over Europe. In

carrying out our offensive operations against land targets in Germany and occupied

territory, we have lost a total of 251 aircraft, of which none was lost over Britain,

In the Middle East, while carrying out our offensive bombing operations and in

providing support in co-operation with our land forces, we have destroyed 308 enemy

aircraft in air combat. Re have lost a total of 181 aircraft as the result of,

air combat.

In all our offensive operations over Germany, occupied: territory and in connection

with the defence on this country, and in the Middle East, and in attacks on Axis

shipping, we have destroyed 420 enemy aircraft for a loss of 432.

Malta.

During July, 147 enemy aircraft were destroyed over Malta, Of these 51 were

bombers, 83 fighters and l3 other aircraft. Of these casualties inflicted on the enemy,

133 were destroyed by fighters six by anti-aircraft fire and eight by means unstated.

Operational photographs

Daring the month of July, the following photographs of the Royal Air Force's

activities were issued by the Air Ministry, together with descriptive captions :-

U-boats sunk by Catalinas in Mediterranean ... ..... 7 photographs

Flight to Paris ... ... ... ... ... ..... 23"

Damage at Emden ... ... ... ... ... ..... 5 "

Daylight attack on Lille
... ... ... ..... 2 "

Allied Air Operations in the Far East

The Royal Australian Air Force and the American Army Air Forces have continued

their attacks against enemy aircraft, aerodromes and other objectives.

The Royal Air Force based in India has operated against targets in Burma.

AIR AFFAIRS
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